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Abstract. The emission of hard real photons from 
a quark-gluon plasma at high temperatures is studied. At 
lowest order the QCD processes for quark-antiquark an- 
nihilation (qq--*79) and for Compton scattering (qg~Tq) 
lead to logarithmically divergent thermal production rates 
for massless quarks. By applying recently developed re- 
summation methods of finite temperature perturbation 
theory we show that effects due to Landau damping on the 
exchanged quark provide finite rates. Comparisons with 
previous estimates and phenomenological implications are 
discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Ultrarelativistic heavy-ion experiments at CERN [1], and 
in the future at Brookhaven RHIC, focus on energetic 
direct photons as promising signatures of the expected 
quark-gluon plasma phase. Already many investigations 
[2-8] are devoted to this signal, however, it seems still 
necessary and possible to improve on the theoretical pre- 
dictions. 

In this paper we concentrate on real photons emitted 
from a quark-gluon plasma at high temperatures. For 
massless quarks the basic QCD processes, quark-anti- 
quark annihilation (qq~79) and Compton scattering 
(qg--*Tq), lead to (logarithmically) divergent production 
rates at leading order of the perturbative expansion. This is 
in contrast to thermal dilepton pair, i.e. heavy photon 
production, where the quark mass singularities cancel- at 
least to two-loop order [9, 10]. 

For real photons these mass singularities therefore 
have to be shielded by thermal effects in order to present 
infrared safe calculations, as it was already conjectured 

* Supported in part by the Minister for Research and Technology 
(BMFT) of the Federal Republic of Germany under contract 06- 
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and partially shown by Kajantie and Ruuskanen [2] some 
time ago. 

Recently Pisarski [11, 12], together with Braaten [13], 
and Frenkel and Taylor [14] proposed and developed 
a resummation method for finite temperature perturbation 
theory [15], which allows to investigate screening effects 
in a systematic way. Examples of processes, in which mass- 
less gauge bosons, gluons [16] and photons [17], are 
exchanged, could be successfully treated, showing that 
dynamical screening indeed cures logarithmic mass diver- 
gencies. 

In case of real photons massless quark exchange is 
present. It is expected that screening should work here as 
well as already supposed by Baym et al. [16]. In the 
following we quantitatively apply the resummed pertur- 
bative expansion showing explicitly in the real-time frame- 
work that effects due to Landau damping on the ex- 
changed quark provide indeed finite rates for hard 
photons [18]. 

2 Thermal photon rates 

2.1 Soft contribution 

According to the discussions and results given by Weldon 
[19] and by Kobes and Semenoff [20] rates at finite 
temperature may be calculated from the absorptive parts 
of thermal Green's functions [21]. Here we are interested 
in the emission rate of real photons from a thermalized 
plasma of quarks and gluons. The corresponding relation 
between the differential rate and the on-shell photon po- 
larization tensor reads 

dW ~ 1 
E d3 ~ -(2~) 3 nR(E)ImII~(E, k), (1) 

after summing the polarizations of the photon. The photon 
energy is denoted by E, and its momentum by k, E = I k I. 
The presence of the Bose-Einstein factor 

nB(E)= 1/[exp( E/ T)-- 13 (2) 
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Fig. 1. Effective one-loop diagram for the production of a real 
photon (weavy line) with momentum k. The effective quark propaga- 
tor is indicated by a blob 

reflects thermal equilibrium and detailed balance between 
the production (emission) and decay (absorption) rates. 

When applying the resummed perturbative expansion 
it is helpful to distinguish two energy scales [11-13]: one 
of the order of the temperature T and one of gT with g the 
strong coupling constant. The external photon is assumed 
to be hard, its energy should be even larger than the 
temperature of the heat bath. In the high temperature limit 
the extensive studies [11-14, 17] require to consider the 
effective one-loop diagram of Fig. 1 with a quark loop with 
one soft (dressed) and one hard (bare) quark line (a dia- 
gram interchanging the blob in Fig. 1 has to be added). No 
effective vertices have to be included. 

In order to evaluate the rate (1), we continue in the 
real-time framework [15, 22]. With the generalized 
Cutkosky rules at finite temperature [20, 21] the effective 
one-loop expression for the discontinuity of H~ can be 
written as 

1 
Im H ~, (E, k) = ~ [exp (E/T) - 1 ] e 2 e 2 N~ 

d4q tr[~ui,S-(q)TuiS+(q,) 

+TuiS - (q)Tui *S + (q')], (3) 

with q '=q-k  (cf. Fig. 1). It holds for one quark flavour 
with charge eq, and for Nc colour degrees of freedom. 

The bare thermal propagator for massless fermions is 
given by 

iS -+ (q) = 2n o [0(_+ qO)_ ne(qO)] 6(q2), (4) 

where the Fermi-Dirac factor is 

nF(q ~ = 1/[exp(Iq~ + 1]. (5) 

The complete fermion propagator is expressed in terms of 
the complex self-energy function S by ( i )  
i*S--(q)=2[O(+q~176 0_S~-q)+i  e . (6) 

Klimov [23] and Weldon [24] have first calculated the 
thermal one-loop quark self-energy function. Its properties 
are also extensively discussed in [13, 25]. The leading term 
in T, which is gauge invariant, dominating at soft mo- 
mentum q and originating from the hard thermal loop is 

Re d_Z(q6 ' q)+ig D+(q ~ q~) 

1 (7) 
+ (7 ~ + ~,-~]) Im D_ (qO, q), 

where 

r q=lql.  

The fermionic excitations contain modes with positive as 
well as negative helicity/chirality ratio. They are deter- 
mined by the two functions 

m 2 
D+-(q~176176 (8) 

The fermion mass induced by temperature is for QCD 
given by 

g 2 
m } = ~  2 CF S EdE(nB(E)+nF(E)) 

0 

2n 
=g2CF T2/8 = ~ -  0~s T 2, (9) 

in terms of the strong coupling constant c~s. Below the 
light-cone-the important region for the processes with 
quark exchange-the functions D+ possess a non-zero 
imaginary part due to the Landau damping mechanism, as , 
discussed in [11-13]. In the real-time framework it is 
obtained with the help of Feynman's prescription [15], 
here in the logarithmic function by qO~qO +i~qO: 

in qq~+qq=l n qO+q qO_ q - ine(q ~ 2 -  qO2), (10) 

or equivalently by the direct one-loop calculation of Im Z" 
using the cutting rules as done in [20] (for the massive 
case). 

Inserting these fermionic propagators into (3) allows to 
evaluate the rate (1). As already discussed in [17] it is 
reasonable to introduce an arbitrary momentum scale q* 
of order x/g 7', and to restrict the momentum transfer to 
the soft region q < q*: this allows to simplify the kinematics 
e.g. by q ' , ~ - k ,  and q,2~-2k 'q ,  when the hard mo- 
mentum flow follows the bare quark line (Fig. 1). Keeping 
in mind that E > T> q* > my the soft contribution is evalu- 
ated as 

dW ~ e2c~ q* 
E ~ soft-47r4 Nee-elf o ~ qdq 

" S dq~ ~ 1 -  ImD+(qO, q) 
-q 

1 
+( l +~)ImD_(qO, q)]" (1~) 

That the exchanged quark propagation is screened may 
already be seen when the properties of the functions D _+ for 
small space-like momenta are investigated. Especially, in 
the static limit and q ~ 0  

1 q 
Im ~_+ ~ q2 + m~(4 + n 2)/8' 

which produces in the integral of(11) a logarithmic behavi- 
our proportional to ln(q*/my). In more detail using the 
property 

ImD_+(-q ~ q )=  - I m D ~ ( q  ~ q), 



and the sum rule, which follows from the properties of the 
functions D + of eq. (8), 

( / oq, 0 /,2, dq~ ~ 1 -  Im D+ 
- c o  

the q0 integration in (11) is easily performed, since above 
the light-cone quasi-particle modes are present: 

1 7z z 
ImD• q--)-2~(co+_-qZ)c~(co-co• co>q. (13) 

The frequencies co• are determined by the zeros of 
D • (co • q ) -- 0. The soft contribution then becomes 

dW~l e2e r/r 1 q *  

= N~e- " ~  ! dq[(co+ _q)(co2 _q2) 
E ~  soft 4~Z3 mf 

_(co_ + q) (co2_ _ q2)]. (14) 

A further simplification is obtained with the identities 

dco• (15) (co+- T-q )(co2 --q2)/m2f=co • --q d~- 

Recalling the properties of the dispersion poles co • (q) at 
small and large momenta [23-25]: 

(co+ _ co_) ,2q + - -  , , , , 

q~o 3 

m 2 
(co+ - co_) , ~ + . . . ,  (16) 

q ~ o o  q 

the logarithmic dependence on q* is extracted in 
a straightforward way. The final expression may be cast 
into the form 

E dW~ e2c~o~ST2e-e/rFln( q Z ~ 2 _  1 
d 3 k soft - -  27z2 L \ mf / 

+ ! dq 2 co+ - c o -  2 (17) 
r@ q +my ' 

where terms of C(q*/T) are neglected. The remaining inte- 
gral in which we put q*--, oo is computed numerically with 
the value of -0.31. 

We successfully confirmed this result of (17) by 
applying the imaginary-time methods followed by the ap- 
propriate analytic continuation as described in [-17, 26]. 

2.2 Hard contribution 

Now, we need the hard part of the real photon rate, which 
can be obtained from first-order perturbation theory. Two 
basic processes contribute, the quark-antiquark annihila- 
tion process 

q( pt ) + cl(pz)--* y( k) + g( k'), 
and the Compton process 

q(Pa ) + g(P2 )--* 7 (k) + q( k'). 

(18) 

(19) 

The Feynman diagrams for the amplitudes of these reac- 
tions are shown in Fig. 2. 

We organize the calculation in the following way: first 
we determine the rate which results from these processes 
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132 ~ q~~k' 
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(b) 

Fig. 2a, b. a Annihilation (qq~ 7(4) and b Compton scattering 
(qg--,yq) graphs for real photon production. Weavy (curly) line 
denotes the photon (gluon) 

assumed to be valid over the whole phase-space. Next we 
subtract the soft part with the cut q < q* introduced before. 

The differential rate due to annihilation, (18), is defined 
by 

dwann e2~Cts r dapl , r  , r d3p2 
E 

dak ' 
�9 T T U  (1 64 (pl + p 2 -  k ' -  k) 

with the Mandelstam variables, 

s=(pl+P2) 2, t = ( p l - k )  2, s+t+u=O. 

The m dependence in the propagators is introduced as an 
infrared cut-off in order to keep the expressions finite in 
the intermediate steps of the calculation. Finally the limit 
m--*0 is taken. This procedure allows to compare with 
results published in the literature, e.g. in [5, 7]. The inte- 
gral of (20) is worked out by first transforming to s -  and 
t -  integrations as described in [6]. Then the interesting 
limit of large photon energy E > T is explored for which in 
leading order the rate becomes 

dW ann e2aes T2e_e/r 
E d3 k ~ 4~ 2 

I 4T 2 4 E 4 2 4('(2) 
" l n ~ - + 3 1 n r  3 3 7+3  ((2---) 

8 ~ (_)kln(k+l)(l+l)](k+/+2) 2 
+~-~ k,t=o ' (21) 

7 is Euler's constant, and ( is the Riemann zeta function: 

('(2) 
~- -0.57. 

~(2) 

The double-sum, which has its origin in the distributions 
nF and nB in the initial and final state, respectively, is 
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evaluated numerically, 

~, (_)kln(k+l)(l+l) 
k Z[_2=o (k+i+2)2 "~ 0.26. (22) 

The singular logarithmic mass behaviour is present in (21), 
clearly showing that massless quark exchange leads to an 
infinite rate at leading order of the perturbative expansion. 

In an analogous way the contribution from Compton 
scattering, (19), is treated. When added to the annihilation 
part the sum is 

ann + Compton 2 dW ,. e q a a s  T 2 e _ ~ / T  
E d3 k - 2n 2 

�9 [ l n 4 E r  1 . ln2  . ( ' ( 2 ) ]   -Nj. (23) 

The calculation is then repeated, but with the constraint 
q < q* (q*> m), and including the kinematical approxima- 
tions already mentioned in connection with (11). An inde- 
pendent way is to start from (3) and expanding (6), such 
that only the term proportional to 

i . i 

is kept. In this case the boundaries of the (q0, q) integra- 
tions (cf. (11)) have to be carefully chosen: m<_q<_q*, 
- qx /~ -mZ <q  ~ _< ~ / ~  - m  2 , before the limit m ~ 0  is per- 
formed. These two ways give the same result, which is then 
subtracted from (23). Thus we obtain the hard contribu- 
tion in the kinematical regime q > q* due to hard quark 
exchange in the processes of (18) and (19), 

dW~[ ,, eZc~c% TZe-E/T 
E ~ -  hard  - -  27~2 

�9 [ l n  ET 3 ln2 , ( ' (2 ) ]  (24) 
/ 

The dependence on m 2 disappeared. Instead the infrared 
divergence is regulated by the intermediate momentum 
cut-off q*. 

The real photon emission rate is finally obtained by 
adding the soft, (17), and the hard, (24), contribution, 

E dW' e2~ ) 
d3k "~ 2n 2 ~s ' (25) 

with the constant c under the logarithm given by 

3 1-1 In2 .~'(2) . . 1 ]  exp/g+5-- + ~---0"23' (26) C - - - ~  

Indeed the emission rate is seen to be independent of the 
otherwise arbitrary cut-off q*. It contains, how- 
ever, a logarithmic dependence on the strong coupling 
constant. 

3 Discussion 

We are now able to compare this result with previous 
estimates for the thermal differential photon rates. In par- 

ticular in the analysis by Neubert [7] no screening mech- 
anism is introduced. Instead the regulator mass m in (23) is 
interpreted as the bare quark mass mq. In this case the 
corresponding rate is approximated by 

dW~ eZa~s T2e cn , "~ -e/Tln (27) 
E d3 k _ 2n z 

with the constant 

[- 1 ln2 ('(2) 1 ___ 
cN = 4 exp / - 2 -  7 + - ~ -  + ~ - ~  / -~ 0.9/, (28) 

which is larger than the one of (25). This is especially true 
when a small quark mass of e.g. rnq = 5 MeV is used in 
applications with temperatures T> 100 MeV. 

Kajantie and Ruuskanen [2] estimated the shielding 
effect in the quark-gluon plasma by giving the exchanged 
quark in the processes of (18) and (19) the thermal mass 
my instead of rnq. This is achieved when the complete 
fermion propagator (cf. (6)) is approximated by a particle 
excitation only, i.e. by iO/(q 2 -  m}+ie). Then the rate is of 
the form (25) with the constant c replaced by 3cN/2n---0.46, 
which is bigger than the complete result in (26) by a factor 
of 2. 

Finally one may compare with the popular approxima- 
tion [5, 7] using thermal Boltzmann-Maxwell distribu- 
tions in the initial state instead of nB and nF, respectively. 
Together with the replacement m--*m I this leads to 

E ~dW"M,-"~4e2c~c~'n4 T2e-E/Tln(CM"E)\ ~, i ' (29) 

with 

6ex ( : ,30, C MB ~ -~ 

an overestimate when compared with the constant c. The 
overall normalization factor differs by 8/n2-~0.81 from 
(25). 

The comparison between our result for the thermal 
photon production rate (25) and the previous estimates is 
summarized in Fig. 3 in form of ratios: the dot-dashed 
curve describes the ratio of (27) to (25) as a function of the 
photon energy at T= 200 MeV and for mq = 5 MeV; the 
dashed curve shows the corresponding ratio identifying 
rnq in (27) by the thermal mass m I given by (9); the solid line 
is for the ratio of(29) to (25). In summary one deduces from 
this figure that the screening mechanism due to Landau 
damping reduces significantly the production rate of ther- 
mal photons in particular at low photon energies. 

In Fig. 4 the transverse momentum spectra of thermal 
photons produced in central heavy-ion collisions 
A+B~7+X are plotted. The curves are obtained from 
the emission rate of (25) after integrating over the thermal 
evolution using the model by Bjorken [27]. The necessary 
integrations are performed for the realistic conditions of 
large transverse momenta Pr compared to the thermaliz- 
ation temperature T~, which itself is assumed to be large 
when compared to the critical temperature T~ for the 
transition to the quark-gluon phase. 

In the kinematical region for PT > 2 GeV/c and vanish- 
ing photon rapidity y = 0  the spectrum is well approxim- 
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Fig. 3. Ratios of thermal photon production rates with respect to 
(25) as a function of the photon energy at T=200 MeV. The dot- 
dashed curve describes the ratio of (27) to (25) for my= 5 MeV; the 
dashed one shows the corresponding ratio identifying mq by the 
thermal mass; the solid line is for the ratio of (29) to (25) 
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Fig. 4. Transverse momentum spectra for thermal photons for cen- 
tral heavy ion-collisions from (31). Solid curves correspond to 
O + Au collisions at CERN SPS energy calculated with: dN/dy" 87, 
Ti= 180 MeV (lower curve) and dN/dy= 119, T/=200 MeV (upper 
curve). Dashed curves are for Pb + Pb collisions at LHC energy with: 
dN/dy".'1500, T~=263MeV (lower curve) and dN/dy=2450, 
T i = 3 i0 MeV (upper curve) 
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ated by 

dN~ 5 x / ~ S  ( T~zi)27rRZa [pT/T~] z'5 
dy d2pr -- 6re 2 p~ 

c ' 

�9 ln ~ T i , ]  (31) 

taking into account  two quark  flavours. According to 
[5, 27] the initial temperature T~ at a thermalization time 
q = 1 fm may  be related to the central hadron  multiplicity 
dN/dy by 

[ Ti 13_~0.4 A-2/3 d__ N 
100 MeV dy " 

The typical shapes of the transverse m o m e n t u m  spectra of 
photons  for O + A u  collisions at C E R N  SPS [1] and for 
P b + P b  collisions at L H C  energies [8] are shown in 
Fig. 4. The strong coupling constant  is fixed by as = 0.3. 

4 Concluding remarks 

In this note an explicit calculation demonstrates that mass 
singularities due to the exchange of massless quarks are 
shielded in a quark-gluon plasma at high temperatures. 
This generalizes results recently derived in the case of 
exchanged massless gauge bosons. As a consequence of 
Landau damping and resummation this screening mech- 
anism allows for infrared stable predictions for the emis- 
sion rate of energetic real photons from hot quark-gluon 

matter,  The constant  under the logari thm l n ( ~ - T )  (cf. 
\ ~ s ~ /  

(25)) is determined. The presence of  this logari thmic de- 
pendence on the coupling constant  in the final expression 
reflects the resummed perturbative terms arising from the 
effective quark  propagator .  It also indicates that  for soft 
external photons  with energies or transverse momen ta  of 

(9(x /~  T) or  even of (9(e s T) addit ional screening pro- 
cesses [ 2 8 ] -  similar to the dilepton case [-26]- have to be 
included into the theoretical description. 
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